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AgendaAgenda

- Basic facts about FYA- Basic facts about FYA

- Prior intersection condition- Prior intersection condition

- Investigation into FYA- Investigation into FYA
- Specifics of FYA design- Specifics of FYA design

- Conclusions - Conclusions 
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Basic FYA factsBasic FYA facts

- Report 493 identifies yellow trap benefits- Report 493 identifies yellow trap benefits

- FHWA issues interim approval in 2006- FHWA issues interim approval in 2006

- NCHRP research from 1995-2003 
(concern of permissive lt turn right-of-way)

- NCHRP research from 1995-2003 
(concern of permissive lt turn right-of-way)

- MUTCD adopts in 2009 (Lt & Rt arrows)- MUTCD adopts in 2009 (Lt & Rt arrows)

- FYA can be displayed with any other           
display

- FYA can be displayed with any other           
display
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Intersection ConditionIntersection Condition

- Double-T offset intersection, mainline E-W
(lefts on external approaches, positive treatment)
- Double-T offset intersection, mainline E-W
(lefts on external approaches, positive treatment)

- RR crossing between the T intersections
(gated crossing with overhead flashing red 

signals for single track)

- RR crossing between the T intersections
(gated crossing with overhead flashing red 

signals for single track)

- All streets are three lanes wide- All streets are three lanes wide

- Trailing far-side greens required prot lts- Trailing far-side greens required prot lts
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Intersection ConditionIntersection Condition
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FYA InvestigationFYA Investigation

- 2014 TSITE meeting presentation- 2014 TSITE meeting presentation

- Recognition of parclo interchange - Recognition of parclo interchange 

- Consider 4-ring phase operation- Consider 4-ring phase operation

- Identify FYA phase/overlap             
assignments with delay

- Identify FYA phase/overlap             
assignments with delay
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FYA DesignFYA Design

- Required new controller, signal heads 
and signage

- Required new controller, signal heads 
and signage

- Added new loops for internal approaches- Added new loops for internal approaches

- Programming recognizes new phasing, 
detectors, FYA overlaps and delay

- Programming recognizes new phasing, 
detectors, FYA overlaps and delay
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Future ImprovementsFuture Improvements

- Restore internal clearance trailing green
(overlaps E & F pin assignments to
phases 3 and 7)

- Restore internal clearance trailing green
(overlaps E & F pin assignments to
phases 3 and 7)

- External FYA left arrows continue to 
display during trailing green
(adjacent thru lane displays red)

- External FYA left arrows continue to 
display during trailing green
(adjacent thru lane displays red)
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Future ImprovementsFuture Improvements

- Signing improvements (consider 
Plano, TX display

- Signing improvements (consider 
Plano, TX display
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Crash ReductionCrash Reduction

- High speed intersection PPLT display
(becomes second Franklin FYA)

- High speed intersection PPLT display
(becomes second Franklin FYA)

- One year pre- & post- FYA crash 
comparison  (lefts 9/12 vs. 3/12)

- One year pre- & post- FYA crash 
comparison  (lefts 9/12 vs. 3/12)

- Additonal improvement by reducing          
intersection width

- Additonal improvement by reducing          
intersection width
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ConclusionsConclusions

- Effective improvement for overcoming
yellow trap limitations

- Effective improvement for overcoming
yellow trap limitations

- Flexibility in displays by interval- Flexibility in displays by interval

- Proven crash reductions where
displayed

- Proven crash reductions where
displayed

- Well-received & understood by public- Well-received & understood by public


